New power station inaugurated

KCNA

An inauguration ceremony of Orangchon Power Station Unit 3 took place on the spot on August 4.

It was attended by Jon Hyon Chol, member of the Political Bureau and secretary of the Central Committee of the Workers’ Party of Korea, Vice-Premier Ri Song Hak, Kim Yu Il, minister of Electric Power Industry, Kim Chol Sam, chief secretary of the North Hamgyong Provincial Committee of the WPK, Pak Man Ho, chairman of the provincial people’s committee, officials in relevant sectors and the province, builders and employees of the power station.

Jon Hyon Chol delivered a letter of thanks from the WPK Central Committee to the builders, other working people and officials in the province and relevant sectors, who performed labour feats undaunted by ordeals, and advancing uninterruptedly, of the Korean people who are building the large power plant by the speeches by Choe Yong Man, vice-chairman of the provincial people’s committee, Jong Myong Won, manager of the Puryon Hydroelectric Power Station Construction Company, and Jon Jong Chol, chief engineer of the Orangchon Power Station.

An inaugural address delivered by Vice-Premier Ri Song Hak was followed by the speeches of the provincial people’s committee, Jong Myong Won, manager of the Puryon Hydroelectric Power Station Construction Company, and Jon Jong Chol, chief engineer of the Orangchon Power Station.

A resolution was adopted at the ceremony.

An official of the power station cut the tape amid the enthusiastic applause of all the participants.

After the ceremony, the participants looked round several places as they heard about the prospect of power generation at the station.

Orangchon Power Station Unit 3 is completed on August 4.

Construction of dwelling houses pushed as major project

By Han Kwi Hun PT

The state has myriad of important construction projects for the future development of the country. However, as the Workers’ Party of Korea emphasized once again at the Fifth Plenary Meeting of the Eighth Central Committee of the Workers’ Party of Korea held last June, the Party and government continue to press on with the building of dwelling houses for the people as one of the major priority construction projects. The houses are to be provided to working people for free like modern flats on Mirae Scientists, Ryomyong and Songhwa streets and in the Pothong Riverside Terraced Houses District.

Dwelling houses for the people are built as a major project according to the supreme principle the WPK adheres to in its activities.

The supreme principle in its activities is to constantly improve the material and cultural life of the people. Accordingly, the WPK directs all affairs including the formulation of line and policies toward meeting their demands, serving their interests and enhancing their well-being to the utmost.

House construction is a very important undertaking directly connected to the people’s living standards. That is why, the WPK decided at its Eighth Congress and the Second Plenary Meeting of its Eighth Central Committee on building 50,000 flats in Pyongyang while pushing ahead with the construction of dwelling houses across the country in the period of the five-year plan and on completing 10,000 flats each year.

Therefore, the DPRK steadily goes on with house construction under the leadership of the WPK even in the face of constant sanctions by hostile forces and successive natural disasters and at the time of health crisis that can be said to be a great turmoil unprecedented in its history.

Construction projects are being carried on for 10,000 flats in the capital city, other dwelling houses in the Komdok area and those in rural areas that began to be built in earnest this year.

Powerful construction forces were already formed, and units of the building-materials industry across the country produce and supply materials needed for the housing projects on a preferential basis, and designs are produced and building operations are carried on in a qualitative way to satisfy the demands of the people at the highest level.

War veterans have good time at Yangdok Hot Spring Resort

KCNA

Participants in the Eighth National Conference of War Veterans spent pleasant days at the Yangdok Hot Spring Resort as they received treatment as honoured guests.

When the war veterans arrived at the resort after marking the 69th anniversary of victory in the great Fatherland Liberation War with splendour, officials and employees of the service management station of the resort welcomed them with warm respect and kindred affection.

Service and medical workers took special care of their health and life as their own grandchildren would do.

The happy laughter of war veterans was heard from everywhere—the terraced spa bath, the medicinal spa baths, the video room and the service centre furnished with all sporting apparatuses and cultural and amusement facilities.

Feasting their eyes on the overall view of the spa resort area from the sightseeing tower, the war veterans felt once again the warm love for the people of the motherly Workers’ Party of Korea which built a world of wonders of socialist civilization in the remote mountainous area of Yangdok in order to realize the people’s ideal.

They had photos taken to keep the memories of the happy moments in the resort which can be boasted of to the world.

Artists of a central art group added more to the joyful mood at the resort with a distinctive performance.

War veterans enjoyed themselves as they sang wartime songs and danced with the entertainers full of youthful vigour.

Officials and employees of the service management station prepared birthday spreads with sincerity for the war veterans who greeted their birthdays at the resort, true to the noble intention of General Secretary Kim Jong Un who places the victorious wartime generation at the meridian of glory and happiness as the most heroic generation.
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**Key industries overhaul economic plans for July**

The Hwaeppul Cup men's football tournament began in August. Twelve soccer teams vying for the top honors are all taking part in the competition, which will hold a total of 22 matches. They are divided into two groups, which will hold the semi-finals before the final.

The tournament will run through September.

**Dr. Yun's Student**

**FAIR TRADE**

Visitors to the Fair Trade Center of the People's Food Industry in Apo City, South Phyongan Province, Phyojung, Sashes, Kanponsan, and Haphepung displayed Korean clothes, other garments, and other clothing made by local farmers and various kinds of processed foods in the fair trade market. The event attracted a great deal of people.

**Virtue of Family**

A "family pocketbook," which was handed down in the family of Kang Eun Young living in Jangjóng-dong of Puyang, South Phyongan Province, is passing the attention of people.

The work book contains the addresses, dates of birth, and other characteristics of the family members and family circumstances in the same generation and previous generation. It was the book that Kang Eun Young made in order to realize her father's dream.

"My father, a war veteran, voluntarily did many good things in the DPRK since he came to the Kangnam Palace in Pyongyang and those counties and towns is in Punggyong and Bhatong counties. Their kindness and hospitality well to volunteer to work in the household of Punggyong and Suseol Counties, and so on. The Kangnam Palace will sign a contract with us to volunteer to work for several years."

"Since her daughter took charge, the Renaissance of Household of good deeds are highly appreciated by many.

**Strict control maintained to anti-epidemic safety**

**Consumer goods, daily necessities exhibitions held across country**

A provincial consumer cooperative in Songnim City, South Phyongan Province, held a consumer goods exhibition in Songnim City. The exhibition was attended by 568 people, which is a high number compared to the number of people who visited the exhibition the previous year.

In the exhibition, various goods, such as paper-made goods, fermented vinegar and fabric, were exhibited to visitors.

As the mayor of the city explained, "We should continue the exhibition to increase the number of visitors next year."

The exhibition was also attended by the manager of the garment factory, who expressed his appreciation for the exhibition.

At the exhibition, people also enjoyed various kinds of food and drinks, such as fermented vinegar and fabric.

The mayor of the city also reiterated the importance of the exhibition, which is an opportunity for people to learn about various goods and improve their living standards.
The Chollima Tile Factory is gaining operational advantages from the introduction of line refashioning projects to increase its output. The new tile production line, which was completed last year, has enabled it to boost the refashioning of production work and finally achieved an average output of 1,000 pieces per hour.

The factory boasts output increases through production line refashioning

In fact, we had no technique or experience related to the refashioning of the production line which required the solution of a number of technical problems,” said the chief engineer.

The most difficult thing was to move the kilns which had remained idle as a result of the tile line shutdown. If they failed to properly refashion and understand the well overall and understand the kilns consisting of automatic facilities after dismantling and moving it, they would have been unable to ensure the centre of gravity and levelling of the kilns and resume production. The factory put in all forces including those arising in the remodelling of the dry area and skilled workers of the engineering section came up with novel ideas to achieve the movement and levelling of the kilns.

As a result, the production process of the tile line workshop was refashioned, improved and technical problems were solved. The factory also made and introduced a central controller to expand the output of interior wall tiles.

Among its floor tiles of various specifications, there is one 300mm by 300mm size. In addition, the interior wall tiles will be of standard sizes 200mm by 200mm and 200mm by 300mm. Therefore, the factory also introduced a device for calculating the floor tiles in half, thus nearly doubling the output of the interior wall tiles.

By turning unfavourable into favourable conditions

The Chollima Tile Factory, which is located in a mountainous area surrounded by the sea, has very few farm fields, most of which are enclosed stretches of tidal-terrace rice fields. On top of that, it suffered a severe shortage of running water in the farming season. Therefore, the management task for us to solve the water problem, in the 1980s, the factory started water-saving projects. We installed a water-saving system in the surrounding area, and then finally found an answer to this water shortage problem,” said President KIIL SUNG, the chairman of the farm management board. The President had already instructed that the west fishing pond should be refashioned and fish shelters in a First-class Thoroughbred.
Koryo medicines prove effective

By relying on local natural medicinal materials

Our country with beautiful landscape and clear water is rich in natural resources for Koryo medicines. There are over 1,000 species of medicinal herbs growing in the country including steen and okra. Our ancestors made Koryo medicines with natural medicinal materials and used them for the promotion of health and treatment of diseases for a long time. Koryo medicines not only use the constitutional feature of the Koreans, but also develop new medicines with their works and astonished the world. Koryo medicines are well absorbed in the body, stomach and intestines. Therefore, they have an advantage over other medicines in terms of efficacy and results. Koryo medicines are well absorbed in the body and stomach, and their effects can be felt quickly.

The factory secures raw materials one by one. Natural medicinal materials and herbs are indispensable for the development of new medicines. The Ryonghung Pharmaceutical Factory (left) and Mannyon Pharmaceutical Factory (right) turn out highly-efficient traditional medicines.

Medicines in new diversities

Koryo medicines prove effective

The Pjonghung Pharmaceutical Factory increases the scope of Koryo medicines.

Among them is sugar-coated golden dandelion hepatitis tablet which is highly effective in protecting the liver. The factory decided to make a new Koryo medicine which is good for the protection of the liver and treatment of liver disease. There are a number of herbs that have good effect on producing bile, forming liver and strengthening liver, such as the previously made medicinal products, medicinal substances, and medicinal substances in the newly developed medicinal tablet.

For instance, the sugar-coated tablet that was developed, which is effective in promoting the liver and treating liver diseases, includes medicinal substances and other medicinal substances, and medicinal substances in the newly developed medicinal tablet.

A new Koryo medicine with sugar-coated golden dandelion hepatitis tablet is highly effective in protecting the liver. The factory decided to make a new Koryo medicine which is good for the protection of the liver and treatment of liver disease. There are a number of herbs that have good effect on producing bile, forming liver and strengthening liver, such as the previously made medicinal products, medicinal substances, and medicinal substances in the newly developed medicinal tablet.
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A new animated series, <em>Ko Jumong</em>, has been produced at the Korea April 26 Animation Studio in Pyongyang. The series is dedicated to the life of Ko Jumong, a historical figure who lived during the reign of the first feudal state of Korea, the Kingdom of Koguryo. Ko Jumong is known for his strategic thinking and his role in the development of the kingdom.

The studio has invested a lot of effort into the production of the series, which is expected to be a blockbuster. The production process was led by a team of experienced animators, including both domestic and international talents. The studio has also made use of the latest technology to ensure high-quality animation.

Ko Jumong was a wise and strategic leader, and his life story is rich with lessons for future generations. The series is intended to be not only a historical tale, but also an educational tool, teaching children about the importance of wisdom, strategic thinking, and the value of hard work.

The series is expected to be released for public viewing soon, and it is anticipated that it will be well-received by audiences of all ages. The production team is confident that the series will provide entertainment and inspiration to viewers, encouraging them to think deeply about the values and principles embodied in the life of Ko Jumong.
T he friendship relations between our country and Austria’s one of the main themes of the ‘portrait of our people’ series which includes the following words in its name, ‘austria and its people’. During the period of half a century after the end of the war, austrian people developed diplomatic relations with us through the following traditional bilateral relations of the two countries, and they were definitely involved in this process. This event is a turning point in the friendship relations of the two countries. In the future, we should further develop this friendship relations and make the friendship of the two countries a new reality of our life.

Immortal traces left in history of DPRK-Uganda ties

Diplomat Kim Jong Suk

The friendship and cooperation between our country and Uganda have existed for many decades, and it is a valuable experience for us to further develop this friendship and cooperation. The history of our friendship is full of immortal traces.
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Rightful Choice of Sovereign State

Diplomat Kim Jong Suk

A s already been reported, on July 15, the DPRK decided to recognize and support the Republic of Dinku and the People’s Democratic Republic of Rwanda, a move that will develop the ties of friendship and cooperation between the two countries.

Provided to the Pyongyang Times

The President of Uganda, Yoweri Museveni, has described the DPRK-Uganda friendship as the most valuable and enduring friendship during his visit to Pyongyang in May 1990.

Mean act of hindering hindering of Japan's constitutional amendment

Diplomat Kim Jong Suk

T he election of the House of Councils was held in Japan on July 30, as results those in favour of constitutional amendment took more than two-thirds of the total votes.

Provided to the Pyongyang Times

In this regard, foreign media report that the change in the constitution will further spread its influence in the world.

The election, Japanese prime minister Koizumi declared, is an important step toward the constitutional amendment. It is not too late to change the current situation. The new constitution should be put on the agenda of the United Nations. The Korean people sincerely hope that the new constitution will be adopted.

Provided to the Pyongyang Times

Japan’s invasion of Korea in 1910 caused the Federation Council of Russia said that the recognition of the independence of the DPRK Minister of Foreign Affairs noted that the recognition of the independence of the Russian Federation is a great encouragement for the Democratic People’s Republic.

Growing international trend towards independent development

Diplomat Kim Jong Suk

Japan has no choice but to carry out a military operation against Uncle Tony this weeks, for it is considered not only to be the DPRK’s measure is a great encouragement to developing countries.

Provided to the Pyongyang Times

The current Ukrainian situation clearly shows that the regime of the West tries to preserve the unipolar world order.

President of the Council of Ministers of the DPRK noted that the regime of the West tries to preserve the unipolar world order.

We will keep a close watch on Japan’s constitutional amendment

Kim Jong Suk

general of the Korea-Africa Association

The author is secretary general of the Korea-Africa Association

Provided to the Pyongyang Times

Japan has no choice but to carry out a military operation against Uncle Tony against the Japanese parliament to expand and make efforts of the locals, its masters, which is the same as the United Nations.

Provided to the Pyongyang Times

It can be said that they reflected the will of the world people, and that the regime of the West was unable to keep up with the world history.

President of the Council of Ministers of the DPRK said that the regime of the West was unable to keep up with the world history.

The author is secretary general of the Korea-Africa Association

Provided to the Pyongyang Times
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China creates economic confusion

Physicist and Writer

China, which has become a military power, is to be separated from all countries across the world that are growing as ever in support of the validity of the DPRK. China creates economic confusion for the West, imposing unilateral sanctions on Chinese companies for the reason they were attempting to build a new field of investments in the DPRK.
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Chilsong Valley is located in the east of Hahiro Hermitage in Mt Myohyang, a celebrated mountain of Korea. It is called thus as it is a valley under Chilsong Peak (1,892 metres above sea level). It has many scenic spots including waterfalls, pools and ravines. Although it is so deep and rugged, it draws visitors to Mt Myohyang as there are climbing routes equipped with safety facilities for the climbers to have a good time.

**ABILITY CULTIVATED WITH HIGH RESPONSIBILITY**

By Kwon Hyo Song  
Kim Myong Sun, woman football player of the April 25 Sports Club

Kim Myong Sun, woman football player of the April 25 Sports Club, was selected as one of the DPRK’s top ten players of 2021. Last year, she contributed as a reliable keeper of the April 25 Sports Club to winning respectively the women’s first-division football tournament of the Mangyongdae Prize Games in celebration of the Day of the Sun, the 2020-2021 DPRK women’s premier league and the women’s football all-star tournament. Hailing from Jungsan County of South Phyongan Province, she started football comparably later than other players. However, she made up for her shortcomings and lateness with painstaking efforts in a short time. She had favourable physical ability, but was not quick in movements. She increased the absolute training amount while directing efforts to improving flexibility, jump and reaction speed. When Myong Sun was advised to take rest, she used to say that forward or back has an opportunity to retrieve mistakes, but her mistake leads to defeat, her companions recalled. Such responsibility and efforts made it possible for her to become a good goalkeeper.

She stopped the balls which would lead to her team’s loss in the games with correct judgment, fast decision-making and nimble and quick movements in a responsible manner so as to contribute to her team winning the FIFA U20 women’s World Cup in 2016, EAFF E-1 Football Championship in 2017, the Cyprus Women’s Cup in 2019, women’s football game of the Seventh Military World Games and the 30th Summer Universiad. In particular, she was awarded the best goalkeeper prize since she did not allow any goal in the EAFF E-1 Football Championship in 2017.

Fellow Merited Athlete Kim Myong Sun reliably defended the goal in domestic games held last year to make the April 25 Sports Club a team with the smallest number of goals allowed. In recognition of her services, she was awarded the top goalkeeper prize in the DPRK women’s premier league and selected as one of the top ten players in 2021.